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KEMPER TOOLS 2

BK Ceramist Beginners Kit $10.99
Includes the necessary dusting brush to
assist all beginners with clean up. You don’t
know how wonderful it is to have this brush
until you see all of the dust you have blown
all over the room. Brushing dust into a small
pile makes for easy clean up and no dusting
or vacuuming after. Kit includes K23, SPR,

*CLAY DEVIL WHEEL

$439.99

C4 WOODEN EMBOSSING TOOL $2.39 *CDL LEGS FOR CDW

$24.99
$459.99

C3 WOODEN EMBOSSING TOOL $2.39

Made of wood which allows for flexibility
when working with paper products

*CDWLCT WHEEL,
LEGS,CDW

RS220 and DB.

CA10 Hardwood Calipers $11.19
Use this 10" tool to transfer measurements
from the model to the clay and measure
thickness and diameters. Made from
imported hardwood with rust-free hardware
that is easily adjusted by hand.

BSL-X, Ball Stylus Tool

These junior and standard size cone holders
hold pyrometric cones in the correct
position, ensuring the most accurate
indication of proper firing. Constructed of
heat resistant wire, they possess long life

$3.09

BSS-X, Ball Stylus Small Tool $2.99
Used for many applications. Decorators and
crafters are finding new applications for
these wonderful little tools all the time.
Dots, signatures and details are all part of
the fun. Each stylus is made of hardened
steel and firmly set in a hardwood handle.
The diameters of each ball are noted in the

CHJ JUNIOR CONE HOLDER $4.49/PKG
CHS STND CONE HOLDER $5.29/PKG

and high durability.

CBBH CERAMIC BEAD BAR

$9.49

picture

CLS Clay Lift Set

$8.49

CLS-A Clay Lift Set Angle

$8.49

Makes the creation of new decoration
patterns and varied effects possible.
Difficult to obtain details such as feathers,
plant details, petals, and scales are easily
done with spoons contoured for easy
insertion, lifting and removal from moist
clay. The sharpened stainless steel spoons
are firmly set in a hardwood handle for a

*CDCT CLAY DEVIL
CENTER TOOL $21.49

total length of 7".

CDCT for use only with Clay Devil Wheel

*Limited Discount
6 - 35 30% OFF
36 OR MORE 40% OFF
MIX/MATCH FOR DISCOUNT

PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE
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Contact us for a complete listing of Kemper Tools

